The Gene-Duplication Problem is the problem of computing the optimal species tree for a given set of gene trees under the Gene-Duplication Model ( rst introduced by Goodman et al.). The problem is known to be NP-complete. We give a xed-parameter tractable algorithm solving the problem parameterized by the number of gene duplications necessary to rectify the gene trees with the species tree.
Introduction
When trying to resolve the tree of life one usually wants to compute the phylogenetic relationships between the organisms based on the data provided by the DNA or protein sequences of families of homologous genes. A species tree or evolutionary tree for a given set of taxa is a complete rooted binary tree built over the set of taxa representing the phylogenetic relationships between the taxa. A gene tree is a complete rooted binary tree formed over a family of homologous genes for the set of taxa. Gene trees for di erent gene families do not necessarily agree GCMRM79, F88, BE90, P94]. The problem we consider is the determination of the (correct) species tree for a set of taxa given a set of (possibly contradictory) gene trees. Several models for attacking the problem have appeared in the literature including the famous maximum agreement subtree (MAST) FM67, NA86, PC97]. The known models, which are related to agreement subtrees (see also HJWZ95, HJWZ96] amongst others) or consensus trees (see for example S91]), are mathematical models but biologically rather meaningless.
A biological cost model which has recently received considerable attention is the Gene Duplication and Loss Model suggested in biological terms in GCMRM79] and discussed in P94, GMS96, MLZ98, Z97]. The basic idea here is to measure the similarity/dissimilarity between a set of gene trees by counting the number of postulated paralogous gene duplications and subsequent gene losses required to explain (in an evolutionarily meaningful way) how the gene trees could have arisen with respect to the species tree.
Gene Duplication and Loss Problem
Input: Gene trees G 1 ; : : :; G k Output: Species tree S, such that the cost (gene duplications and losses) for rectifying G 1 ; : : :; G k with S is minimized.
If the species tree is given the minimum cost for recti cation is computable in linear time Z97]. Otherwise, the problem is proven to be NP-complete.
Gene-Duplication Problem
Input: Gene trees G 1 ; : : :; G k Output: Species tree S, such that the gene-duplication cost for rectifying G 1 ; : : :; G k with S is minimized.
Note that solving the Gene-Duplication Problem might be very useful for detecing paralogous gene duplications in the databases when the gene-duplication rate is low. When gene duplication events are more frequent a helpful variant of the problem could be the MultipleGene-Duplication Problem GMS96, FHS98] where the gene duplications of di erent gene trees are not necessarily independent events. Here we ask for the species tree which implies the minimum number of multiple gene duplications for a given set of gene trees. When the species tree is given the problem has been shown to be both NP-complete and W 1]-hard parameterized by the number of speciation events and restricted to two gene trees FHS98].
In this paper we present a xed-parameter tractable algorithm solving the Gene-Duplication Problem parameterized by the duplication cost.
A Short Introduction in Parameterized Complexity
The technique we use for constructing the xed-parameter tractable algorithm presented in Section 5 (the technique of bounded search trees) is a fundamental one in the framework of parameterized complexity introduced in DF95a, DF95b, DF95c, DF98]. This framework has become a routine tool to some extent, but not to the point where we feel it can be assumed to be completely familiar, and so we o er this brief summary.
The goal in parameteric complexity analysis is to identify small but still useful ranges of a parameter k for a hard problem, and see if for instances of size n the problem can be solved in time f(k)n for some constant independent of the parameter. (Typically, when this is possible, is small, just as with polynomial time complexity.) This good behavior is termed xed-parameter tractability and can be viewed as a generalization of P-time. For surveys about xed-parameter tractability see DFS99a, DFS99b] .
A canonical example that exhibits the issue is the di erence between the best known algorithms for Vertex Cover and Dominating Set, taking in both cases the parameter to be the number of vertices in the set. The best known algorithm for Vertex Cover, after several rounds of improvement in the parameter function, runs in time O((1:29175) k k 2 + nk) NR98] . Note that the exponential dependence on the parameter k in the last expression is additive, so that Vertex Cover is well-solved for input of any size so long as k is no more than around 60. Both problems are NP-complete, of course, and so the P-time versus NP-complete framework is unable to detect the signi cant qualitative di erence between these two problems displayed in Indeed, one senses a \wall of brute force" (try all k-subsets) inherent complexity in this problem, much as one does for the k-Step Halting Problem, where a signi cant improvement on the obvious O(n k ) algorithm seems fundamentally unlikely, and much as one senses a wall of brute force (\try all 2 n truth assignments") in the complexity of NP-complete problems such as satis ability.
The Gene-Duplication Model
In this section we give a short reminding introduction about the Gene-Duplication Model which is mathematically well formalized in Z97] and discussed in MLZ98, FHS98].
Notation
All trees in this paper (gene trees and species trees included) are rooted, binary, and leaf labeled.
Let T = (V; E; L) be such a tree where V is the vertex set, E is the edge set, and L V is the leaf-label set (in short, leafset).
For a vertex u 2 V ? L, let T u be the subtree of T rooted by u. The root of each tree T has a left and a right subtree, rooted by the two kids of the root root(T) and denoted by T l and T r .
We denote the leafset L of T as L(T), and for a node u 2 V we denote the leafset of tree T u short with L(u) instead of L(T u ).
For trees T 1 = (V 1 ; E 1 ; L), T 2 = (V 2 ; E 2 ; L), and a vertex v 2 V 1 let lca T 2 (L(v)) be the least common ancestor of all the leaves in L(v) in tree T 2 .
3.2
The Model Let G = (V G ; E G ; L) be a gene tree and S = (
, be a species tree.
We use a function loc G;S : V G ! V S to associate each vertex in G with a vertex in S. Furthermore, we use a function event G;S : V G ! fdup; specg to indicate whether the event in G corresponds to a duplication or speciation event.
The function M given below maps a gene tree G into a species tree S by de ning functions loc G;S and event G;S . The quantity cost(G; S) = jfuju 2 V G ? L; event G;S (u) = dupgj is the minimum number of gene-duplication events necessary to rectify the gene tree G with the species tree S 
Properties of the Gene-Duplication Model
In this section we introduce a generalized version of the Gene-Duplication Model, the GeneDuplication Model for Splits. The more generalized version leads us to properties useful for attacking the Gene-Duplication Problem.
De nition 2 Given a split D = (D l jD r ). We de ne Proof: Let E 1 ; : : :; E m 2 Dups(G; D) be the lowest duplication nodes of G, i.e., for E i there does not exist an element X 2 V G E i , X 6 = E i , and X 2 Dups(G; D) (i = 1 : : :m). Analogously, let F 1 ; : : :; F l 2 Dups(H; D) be the lowest duplication nodes of H. Furthermore, let e 1 ; e 2 ; : : :; e 4m be the roots of all the left and the right subtrees of the kids of E 1 ; : : :; E m , and let f 1 ; f 2 ; : : :; f 4l be the roots of all the left and the right subtrees of the kids of F 1 ; : : :; F l .
For each e i we de ne i = e i \ L(D), and for each f j we de ne j = f j \ L(D). Obviously 
IIA There are e i 1 ; e i 2 with a 2 L(e i 1 ); b 2 L(e i 2 ) (e i 1 6 = e i 2 ) and there is an f j with a; b 2 L(f j ). Then (a; b) is not a candidate pair if and only if ;
IIB = (D l jD r ) does not cost more than C gene duplications. This will be continued until either we know there is no solution of cost at most C or there is a split D of L de ning a species tree for L. Each node of the search tree consists of a (complete or incomplete) split of L, a set of input forests, and C. The search tree is thus organized as a tree of height at most C. The algorithm below computes the kids of a node in the search tree. The search tree is elaborated recursively using this algorithm to explore all possibilities of cost at most C. The algorithm prunes the search tree if the cost exeeds C. Otherwise it continues branching until a complete split of L is computed. We recurse on D l and D r for each of the completed splits D = (D l jD r ).
Step 1 Step 5.
Step 2 Step 5 C := C ?cost Since in every branch we decrease C by at least 1, the height of the search tree is bounded by C.
Theorem 2 The overall running time of the algorithm given above is O(4 C n 3 k 2 ).
